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INTRODUCTION

The Covid-19 pandemic has put the 

spotlight on the contradictions of 

society and the extreme vulnerabilities 

they cause. Many more have become 

unemployed and hungry and the 

country has become increasingly 

unequal. Besides increased precarity 

and hunger associated with the 

outbreak of Covid-19, the virus has 

once again reminded the world that 

privatisation of health systems, or 

public-private health systems like ours 

in South Africa, is incapable of meeting 

the majority of people’s needs and, in 

this case, it even endangers the lives of 

the privileged minority. 

As the contradictions of 

the health system are exposed, 

any decision to further decimate 

other parts of the public sector, 

while expanding the privatisation of 

electricity generation, will have dire 

repercussions. These will be both in 

terms of the levels of unemployment 

and inequality as well as of being 

unable to reduce our greenhouse gas 

emissions enough, and in time, to avoid 

a climate catastrophe.

Some countries are better 

prepared to deal with the crisis than 

others because of their resources 

– public health systems that are far 

better equipped and resourced than 

South Africa’s (not to mention many 

other countries in the rest of Africa 

worse off than South Africa). Trade and 

patent laws also favour developed 

countries, allowing them to direct their 

manufacturing industries to produce 

the key inputs needed to address the 

health implications of the pandemic as 

well as to decarbonise their economies 

(even if the meagre result of the 

November 2021 COP26 conference 

in Glasgow showed how far away the 

world is from addressing the ongoing 

climate crisis). 

The developed countries 

are regarded by the powerful and 

financialised investor community as 

having more space for bold fiscal 

measures. Their governments have 

been able to lower interest rates, 

coupled with fiscal stimulus – large 

spending packages and direct lending 

from the central banks to governments 

– without being punished by credit 

ratings agencies or threatened with 

speculative outflows of hard currency. 

Within the neoliberal paradigm of free 

flows of money and a minimum of 

capital controls, developing countries 

have very little space to even consider 

similar measures.

In South Africa, a  package of 

interventions  would be required to 

implement the emergency measures 

needed to finance a just recovery 
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from the pandemic and to harness 

the investment for a low-carbon re-

industrialisation programme. 

These measures would require 

huge additional resources. But within 

the dominant neoliberal paradigm, 

they can only be financed by a higher 

budget deficit, leading to a larger state 

debt and increased debt service costs 

which would punch a hole in the public 

finances. Similarly, it is constantly 

argued by corporate economists and 

the business press that demands for 

the public sector to play a bigger role, 

and all the other important measures 

required, will not be accepted by 

finance capital and credit ratings 

agencies. The “structural reforms” they 

are talking about are about a smaller 

public sector as a share of the whole 

economy. That the public services and 

parastatals in South Africa are marred 

by corruption doesn’t make the task for 

progressive forces easier. 

CHARTING A DIFFERENT PATH

But all the challenges, including 

the systemic character of the many 

crises hitting society, must also be 

seen as presenting an opportunity to 

choose a different path and in so doing 

provide the better life for all we were 

once promised. To make this vision a 

reality would require the government 

to radically break from its present 

policies and implement a different kind 

of structural reforms — reforms that 

prioritise people and nature over the 

profits of large corporations. We need a 

broad social movement that pushes the 

government to take bold decisions. 

Because of the climate crisis, 

we need to overhaul the energy sector 

and fast track South Africa’s transition 

to a low-carbon future. This entails so 

much more than just the production 

of utility-scale renewable energy (RE), 

the phasing out of coal power stations 

and the local manufacturing of RE 

infrastructure. It must be a society-

wide transition that includes projects 

like the retrofitting of all buildings to 

be energy efficient, expansion of public 

transport, transforming sanitation 

systems to be more water efficient, 

repairing malfunctioning water plants 

and stopping some 25 percent of 

clean water leaking from old water 

infrastructure in towns and cities. Water 

efficiency must extend to maximising 

rainwater harvesting on a national and 

comprehensive scale, along with the 

restoration of our polluted rivers. 

Land distribution, protection 

of community-owned land in rural 

areas and the promotion of small-scale 

agro-ecology are other necessary 

people-centred interventions. In such 

a shift it is critical to recognise and 

socialise all the care work, searching 

for collective solutions for day care 

of children and care of the elderly; in 

this way we can start to pay for social 

reproductive labour. It is working class 

women who carry the brunt of social 

reproductive labour and care work in 
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the communities. In the same way that 

we see nature as a free gift, so are 

these forms of work regarded as a free 

gift by the patriarchal society. If these 

aspects of life and social reproduction 

were to be costed into the current 

system’s logic, it would dramatically 

erode profits, or rather the net profits 

after taxation, because such changes 

expand the public service sector.

All this necessitates a far larger 

public sector and commensurate 

public-sector wage bill. Choosing this 

bold path would provide work for many. 

It would also be work that contributes 

to the improvement in people’s lives 

and the standard of living within 

their communities and to combating 

growing wage inequality. Whilst by 

an objective standard the transition 

required to halt the climate crisis is 

the most urgent process to begin, this 

cannot be done without dealing with 

all other competing urgent issues of 

impoverished and brutalised working-

class life in South Africa today.

There are plentiful 

resources to be harnessed and 

utilised in transitioning to a socially, 

environmentally and economically 

just future, by redirecting the financial 

wealth and incomes that today secure 

the indefensible privileges of the few, 

so that the social fabric of society 

is torn apart and the environment is 

destroyed. In this booklet we cover 

eight proposals: 

• Proposal 1:  

Impose a Net Wealth Tax

• Proposal 2: 

Combat profit shifting and  

wage evasion

• Proposal 3: 

Increase Corporate Income Tax

• Proposal 4: 

Increase Personal Income tax

• Proposal 5: 

Cancel odious debt

• Proposal 6: 

Unleash the power of Pension 

Funds

• Proposal 7: 

Re-introduce Prescribe Assets

• Proposal 8: 

Insource Municipal Procurement 

This is not an exhaustive list. Don’t 

be fooled. South Africa is a very rich 

country.
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PROPOSAL 1: 
IMPOSE A NET WEALTH TAX 

(R140 BILLION)

South Africa has the highest levels 

of wealth inequality in the world. 

Chatterjee et al (2020) estimate that 

3,500 people (0.01% of the adult 

population) have amassed more 

monetary wealth than the poorest 

32 million South Africans together – 

the equivalent of 15% of aggregate 

national wealth.1 The richest 10% of 

the population owns more than 85% 

of the household wealth, and the 

wealthiest 1% of the population have 

become even wealthier since 1994. 

These are compelling reasons for the 

implementation of a wealth tax. 

According to the 2019 South 

Africa Wealth Report issued by The 

AfriAsia Bank, $649 billion in private 

wealth is held in South Africa by 39,200 

South Africans. They each own net 

assets of $1 million or more. 2,070 

South Africans own net assets of $10 

million or more. 

By 2018, SA individuals had 

accumulated almost US$650bn in 

private wealth, up from US$575 in 2008. 

This is despite a weak Rand and the 

ongoing emigration of the very rich – 

approximately 3,000 ‘High Net Worth 

Individuals’ (HNWI) have left SA over 

the past decade. 

Although the private wealth of 

South Africans increased dramatically, 

reaching a high of US$722bn in 2017, 

the drop between 2017 and 2018 was 

due to the depreciation of the Rand 

(which affects the statistics when 

wealth is reported in dollars) and also 

the drop in the Johannesburg Stock 

Exchange (JSE) all share index. The 

total value of SA private wealth would 

have declined in 2020 again after the 

outbreak of the coronavirus as the 

Rand depreciated significantly and 

the JSE – like many stock markets – 

took a massive hit. After this, however, 

the JSE again recovered. At the end 

of November 2021, its all share index 

stood at an ‘all time high’, despite the 

economic crisis.

In 2019, the net wealth per 

capita in South Africa was US$11,500, 

the second highest in Africa after 

Mauritius2. 

1  Chatterjee, Czajka and et al (2020); WIDER Working Paper 2020/45-Estimating the distribution of household wealth in South 
Africa (unu.edu) (2021-11-26).

2  Because of financial assets fluctuating in market price and the change in the Rand to Dollar exchange rate, it matters what 
year we look at this in South Africa’s wealth statistics.
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Asset 
value

Number of 
South Africans

US$1m or more 39,200

US$10m or more 2070

US$100m 90

US$ billionaires 5

Table 1:  Numbers of South African dollar 
millionaires3

THE RICH TASTE OF THE 
WEALTHY

Despite “poor performance” of the SA 

property market since 2010 from the 

view of the rich (who want house prices 

to increase, because it is an investment 

more than a place to stay)4, the prices 

of luxury homes and apartments have 

grown substantially, save for during 

the Covid crisis. Besides expensive 

properties, the South African rich also 

have had a growing taste for other 

luxury items. To take just two examples, 

the price of vintage cars has risen by 

150% over the past 10 years, and fine art 

has increased by 33% (compared to the 

rest of the world where it has only gone 

up by 18%)5. 

Increased economic demand 

for luxury goods skews production and 

investments towards such goods, even 

if they are inimical to the production 

or investment that society as a whole 

needs. The less taxation, redistribution 

and regulation there is, and the smaller 

the public service sector and the 

share of public investments in the 

economy, the more this ‘free market’ 

phenomenon comes to the fore.

3  Source: The AfriAsia Bank: 2019 South Africa Wealth Report. https://www.afrasiabank.com/en/about/newsroom/
news/2019/the-2019-south-africa-wealth-report-describes-growth-at-home-as-moderate (2021-11-26).

4  South African property market 2021: What you need to know (ooba.co.za) (2021-11-26).
5  Classic cars UK: Historic Ferrari, McLaren and BMW’s are now worth a ‘sizeable fortune’ | Express.co.uk (2021-11-26).
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A wealth tax is a percentage tax based 

on the value of a person’s net assets. 

This is the market value of total assets 

minus total debt.

Based on research by 

Chatterjee et al (2020), there is money 

for a basic income grant and more 

in South Africa, but it would require 

redistributing wealth and income from 

the very rich.6 One way to do that would 

be to implement a progressive net 

wealth tax.  Given the pattern of stable 

and extreme wealth concentration, a 

progressive or graduated net wealth tax 

could be a useful tool both to curb this 

dynamic of persistent inequality and to 

collect additional government revenue. 

They conclude that implementing a 

relatively small net progressive wealth 

tax of between 3% and 7% on the top 1% 

(356,000 adults), with just under a third 

of the wealthy avoiding paying this tax 

altogether, could potentially raise more 

than R140 billion per annum. This alone 

would almost be sufficient revenue to 

finance a basic income grant for more 

than 10 million people at the level of 

the upper bound poverty level – which 

is R1335 – which would cost just over 

R160 billion per annum. 

Such an endeavour could 

be sustained considering that a net 

progressive wealth tax of a sliding scale 

between 3% and 7% (the higher rate for 

financial wealth over a certain level) 

would leave the wealth of the top 1% 

largely intact. The effect would be the 

same as if they lent their money to the 

government at an interest rate of 8-10% 

per year (by buying 10-year Treasury 

bonds), their extreme wealth would still 

grow.

6  Why South Africa needs a wealth tax now   – Wits University (2021-11-26).
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PROPOSAL 2: 
COMBAT PROFIT SHIFTING AND 
WAGE EVASION (R350 BILLION)

In October 2019, the Association of 

Mineworkers and Construction Union 

(AMCU) filed court papers against 

the directors of the second-largest 

chrome mining company in the world 

– Samancor. AMCU, acting on the 

testimony of a whistle-blower as well 

as on the basis of research conducted 

by the Alternative Information & 

Development Centre, accused the 

directors of Samancor of systematically 

shifting about R7.5-billion in profits 

out of the country since 2006, to 

the detriment of more than 5,000 

Samancor workers and members of the 

Ndizani Trust, a worker’s trust that holds 

5.2% of Samancor’s shares.

This took place after the 

whistle-blower Miadrog Kon, one of 

the directors at Samancor from 2005 

to 2009, had approached AMCU’s 

lawyers to explain how other directors 

had been setting up independent 

but related companies to siphon off 

money for themselves7. One of the 

related companies was located in the 

tax haven Malta. Via this company, 

called Samchrome, three directors of 

Samancor were able to shift profits 

from South Africa via a 9% sales 

commission fee on the revenues 

from selling chrome. But Samchrome 

had no employees and no telephone 

expenses; anomalous for a sales 

company, but not for a shell company 

set up as a means of shifting profits out 

of the country.

This is seemingly just one of 

the mechanisms Samancor directors 

employed to make sure their profits 

did not appear on the books in South 

Africa. Kon alleges, using Samancor’s 

financial statements and email 

correspondence to underpin his 

allegations, that in 2006 the Chinese 

giant Sinosteel paid $225 when it 

entered into the Tubatse joint venture 

with Samancor. But $125 million of 

the $225 million was paid into a bank 

account in Jersey instead of to the 

official seller, Samancor. The $125 

million landed in shell companies 

owned by a few directors. 

By means of these illicit 

financial flows (IFFs), the South African 

Revenue Service (SARS) could not levy 

7 The great Samancor ‘heist’ (dailymaverick.co.za) (2021-11-26). 
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28% company income tax on these 

profits. This is a common practice: 

once profits are off the books in South 

Africa because they are sent abroad, 

or money is paid on the side outside 

the country, they can be used to line 

the pockets of certain executives and 

directors who have access to the shell 

companies in tax havens.

This is known as “base 

erosion and profit shifting” (BEPS) and 

Samancor is far from the only player. 

Profit shifting is endemic; it is part of 

the DNA of many of the multinationals 

dominating the South African economy.

In its 2016/17 annual report, 

SARS noted that it “has detected an 

evolution from businesses, especially 

transnational corporations, whereby 

they utilise domestic and international 

loopholes to evade tax and 

impermissibly avoid, take advantage of 

cross-border structuring and transfer 

pricing manipulations”.8

This might be a little hard to 

swallow for those accustomed to the 

myth that South Africa has a corrupt 

public sector but a clean and efficient 

private sector. 

The reality is that South Africa 

has one of the most corrupt private 

sectors in the world, according to 

the latest PwC report on economic 

crime. It notes that “South African 

companies have seen a notable 

upsurge (from 15% in 2016 to 34% 

in 2020) in instances of senior 

management perpetrating fraud”.9

This has a devastating impact 

on the tax base. 

The amount of wealth lost 

to profit shifting and illicit financial 

flows has been estimated at up to 4% 

of South Africa’s GDP per year; nearly 

R300-billion in 2019 alone.10

Judge Dennis Davis, who 

chaired the Davis Tax Committee, 

estimates that more than R100 billion 

in tax revenue is lost per year due 

to tax evasion. SARS Commissioner 

Kieswetter approached media in April 

2021, saying that an “increasing number 

of south Africans have financial assets 

offshore”. He estimated that more than 

R400 billion of undeclared wealth 

is currently deposited in offshore 

accounts.11

At a tax rate of 28%, R100 

billion in lost tax revenue means a 

total outflow of over R350bn per year 

occurs.12 This data is corroborated by 

the Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC), 

which estimates that South Africa 

continues to lose between $10 billion 

and $25 billion annually as a result of 

illicit financial flows.13

8  SARS-AR-22-Annual-Report-2016-2017.pdf (2021-11-26).
9  Price Waterhouse Coopers, Global Economic Crime and Fraud Survey 2020 (pwc.co.za) (2021-11-26). 
10  https://www.news24.com/citypress/business/sars-must-close-r290bn-illegal-financial-outflow-hole-20210221 (2021-11-26). 
11  SARS is targeting South Africans who have ‘unexplained’ wealth (businesstech.co.za) 
12  300 divided by 0.28 = 357. 
13  MTBPS: End budget cuts, stop the bleeding – and crack... (dailymaverick.co.za) (2021-11-26).
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Over and above the erosion of 

the tax base, the Samancor case, as 

well as Lonmin’s “Bermuda connection” 

disclosed at the Marikana Commission 

of Inquiry14, illustrate that illicit financial 

flows, base erosion and profit shifting 

further directly impacts on the small 

shareholders, the employed workers 

and mining communities. In the 

Samancor case this took the form of 

losses in dividends to the Ndizani Trust, 

wages lost to workers demanding 

improved wages at the collective 

bargaining table, and obligations in the 

social labour plan unfulfilled. 

In this regard, what AIDC calls 

‘wage evasion’ is often the blind spot in 

the discussion on illicit financial flows 

and BEPS.

It cannot be said that the 

state has ignored this issue: the 

fact that the government officially 

recognises the threat that illicit 

financial flows and BEPS pose is a 

small step forward. However, there 

are a number of severe limitations in 

its attempts to address the problem. 

One of these is the lack of staff and 

resources at SARS, exacerbated by 

four years of state capture under 

the previous Commissioner, Tom 

Moyane, investigated by the Zondo 

Commission.15 

Measures against IFF and 

BEPS has thus far relied mostly on 

the international efforts taken to 

address the issue. The Organisation 

for Economic Cooperation and 

Development’s (OECD) BEPS action 

plan – a 14-point set of policy 

recommendations to tackle profit 

shifting – has guided some of the 

measures taken by SARS, including 

the adoption of an automatic system 

of financial data reporting by South 

African financial institutions, as well as a 

common reporting standard.16

While these measures are 

welcome, they are also insufficient. 

The OECD BEPS initiative is still 

in the process of being put together, 

a process that has been fraught with 

problems, including accusations 

of bias towards wealthy countries. 

Examples include the exclusion of 

known tax havens including the US, 

Netherlands and Switzerland from the 

list of non-cooperative jurisdictions, 

as well as a lack of agreement on the 

basic principles behind the process. 

The measures put forward have also 

been criticised for not challenging the 

architecture behind the international 

tax system, which is a core enabler of 

profit shifting and wage evasion among 

transnationals.

14  https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282947475_The_Bermuda_Connection_Profit_shifting_inequality_and_unafforda-
bility_at_Lonmin_1999-2012 (2021-11-26). 

15  State Capture Inquiry | Commission hears SARS-related evidence: Tom Moyane - SABC News – Breaking news, special 
reports, world, business, sport coverage of all South African current events. Africa’s news leader. (2021-11-26).

16  OECD releases 10th batch of peer review reports on BEPS Action 14 related to improving dispute resolution | EY – Global 
(2021-11-26).
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However, the key issue 

is the fact that the South African 

government has continually created 

an environment in which profit shifting 

and capital flight flourishes. South 

Africa needs to urgently implement 

a purpose-built legal framework that 

leaves no loopholes and enables swift 

prosecution of companies involved in 

profit shifting and wage evasion. Beside 

the strengthening of regulation on 

capital outflows, greater transparency 

requirements are a crucial tool for both 

identifying and tackling profit shifting. 

Here, a package of transparency 

reforms building on the “ABCDs” of tax 

transparency is needed. 

A proposal from AIDC to 

the Davis Tax Committee was to 

make it mandatory for transnational 

companies active in SA to lodge with 

the Companies and Intellectual Property 

Commission (CIPC) the financial 

statements of every daughter company 

in a tax haven, and to make such 

statements accessible to the public. 

This is exactly what happens with their 

South African subsidiaries, In this way, 

control could be seized over “related 

party” transactions in the form of sales 

commissions and management fees. 

Indeed, there is no need at all for a 

company that has its productive activity 

in SA to locate a sales office offshore. For 

example, Impala Platinum conformed in 

2018, in a disclosure to AIDC as part of 

section 189 retrenchment negotiations, 

that it sells its produce from its head 

office in Johannesburg. 

Transparency and information 

are key. The following are critical 

elements to implement:

• Automatic collection and 

exchange of information about 

high-risk account holders through 

financial institutions, both in South 

Africa and abroad.

• Beneficial ownership disclosure in 

public registries.

• Country-by-country, subsidiary-

by-subsidiary reporting standard.

• Disclosure of the tax returns of 

every South African.

Any progressive tax reform must build 

on these rules. To this end, besides 

additional capacity and support to 

existing IFF-fighting bodies such as 

SARS, AIDC demands the separate 

adoption and implementation of anti-

tax avoidance legislation, including 

providing relevant statutory bodies with 

the power and mandate to take legal 

action against corporations involved in 

profit-shifting, tax, and wage, evasion. 

Curbing profit shifting and wage 

evasion will raise vital revenue that 

could be used to fund a basic income 

grant, improved public services and 

the shift to socially owned renewable 

energy. 

It can also help to mitigate 

against income inequalities. When 

companies shift their profits overseas, 

this money is also taken off the table 

in wage negotiations, allowing them to 

plead poverty in the face of workers’ 

demands for a living wage.
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PROPOSAL 3: 
INCREASE CORPORATE 

INCOME TAX (R10 BILLION)

Corporate Income Tax (CIT) – 

the tax on profits – was 35% in 

1994 and 28% in 2010. This tells the 

story of the so called “Race to the 

bottom”, something the world has 

also witnessed for protective labour 

legislation over the past decades.17 

But in his 2021 Budget Speech, 

former Finance Minister Tito Mboweni 

announced a further CIT cut from 28% 

to 27%, starting from the 2022 budget 

year. He argued that it will encourage 

more investments which will boost 

the take-off for the elusive economic 

recovery. 

That this will be the effect 

is almost taken for granted in the 

business press. “That is what tax cuts 

do”, as an important report from the Tax 

Justice Network comments ironically.18

The well-known billionaire 

Warren Buffet – who gave his name 

to the Buffet indicator for overvalued 

stock markets (which he set to 115% 

of GDP) – is often quoted as saying, 

“I have worked with investors for 60 

years and I have yet to see anyone — 

not even when capital gains rates were 

39.9 percent in 1976–77 — shy away 

from a sensible investment because 

of the tax rate on the potential gain.”19 

A 2009 study by A Klemm and S Van 

Parys found “no robust evidence 

(…) for competition over investment 

allowances and tax credits. Using 

dynamic panel data econometrics (…) 

we find evidence that lower CIT rates 

and longer tax holidays are effective 

in attracting FDI, but not in boosting 

gross private fixed capital formation 

or growth.”20 That is: a tax cut in the 

CIT attracts so called “hot money” 

from abroad. The CIT cut becomes 

a part of the further financialisation 

of the global (and the South African) 

economy. With tax cuts on profits, the 

finance sector asserts an even greater 

supremacy over industry. A study 

published in 2013 on the different CIT 

rates in different (and ‘tax competing’) 

states by Rubin and Boyd confirms: 

“There is ... no conclusive evidence 

from research studies conducted since 

the mid-1950s to show that business 

17  URL: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0304387813000060 (2021-11-28).
18  Tax Justice Network report: URL: 10-reasons-to-defend-the-corp-tax.pdf (aidc.org.za) (2021-11-28).
19  Ibid.
20  URL: Empirical Evidence on the Effects of Tax Incentives; by Alexander Klemm and Stefan Van Parys; IMF Working Paper 

09/136; July 1, 2009 quoted in Tax Justice Network report. 
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tax incentives have an impact on net 

economic gains to the states”, and: 

“There is no (…) conclusive evidence 

from the research that taxes, in general, 

have an impact on business location 

and expansion decisions.”21 But it has, 

some researchers find, some effect on 

speculative inflows of hard currency to 

the tax-cutting country.

But if there are no so called 

“dynamic effects” in the industrial 

economy from a tax cut and therefore 

no encouragement of sustainable 

growth, financial net inflows are by 

definition unsustainable, because they 

are unreliable - next month inflows can 

turn into financial net outflows. So, a 

reduction of by 1 percentage point in 

the CIT, from 28 to 27%, simply means 

that the tax revenue from CIT in the 

long run will be over 3% lower than it 

otherwise would have been.22 

Before the R75 billion in 

unexpected windfall from CIT in 

2021/22 – because the mining 

companies benefitted from the 

commodity boom – the Treasury 

forecast R213.5 billion in revenues from 

CIT in 2021/22.23 With a CIT of 29% 

this year, the revenues would have 

been R7-8 billion higher; even R10 

billion if we take the windfall forecast 

of R289 billion into account, with the 

commodity boom still continuing. 

It is the competition for capital 

using lower and lower CIT – 4% in 

Malta or 0% on Bermuda – that has 

created tax havens in small island 

countries and in countries like the UK, 

Luxemburg, the Netherlands and even 

some federal states in the USA. They 

do not experience higher investments 

in real productive enterprises, but huge 

capital inflows for the purpose of tax 

avoidance or evasion.

21  Tax Justice Network, p. 29 and 30.
22  Because one percentage point down from 28% amounts to a 3.57% percent cut: 1/28=0.0357= 3.57%.
23  The 2021 Mid Term budget (MTBPS), p. 30.
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PROPOSAL 4: 
INCREASE PERSONAL INCOME TAX 

(R145 BILLION TO R160 BILLION)

Every year, the compilers of tax 

statistics issued by SARS and 

the National Treasury (NT) update 

a table and diagram that show the 

development of Personal Income Tax 

(PIT) in SA. In the 2019 edition, this 

information is on page 36 

(see Figure 1 below).

PERSONAL INCOME TAX

2019 Tax Statistics36
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with taxable income 
of  R100 000 in 1995
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19.4%
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ource for Consumer Price Index (CPI) data: Statistics SA.

Figure 1: Example of tax relief granted to an individual with taxable income of R100,000 in 199524

The red line in Figure 1 shows that a 

taxable income of R100,000 in 1995 

was equal to R383,528 in buying power 

in 2018, taking the CPI into account. 

The green line shows that this annual 

taxable income worth R100,000 in 1995 

and R383,528 in 2018 was taxed at a 

rate close to 34% in 1995–2000 (when 

the green line is flat), but at 20% in 2018. 

24 Diagram on page 36 in 2019 Tax Statistics (SARS and NT)
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With the help of the additional 

“tax relief’ Table 2.2 in Tax Statistics, 

we can also calculate how personal 

income taxation has developed since 

1995–2000 for all taxable incomes 

above the PIT threshold of R83,100. 

Figure 2 below compares PIT in 

1995–2000 with PIT in 2016 and in 2018. 
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Figure 2: Tax cuts on taxable incomes in 2016 & 2018 (in real terms) compared to PIT in 1995–200025

Figure 2 works like this: Take 

a vertical line up from any taxable 

income at the bottom, to a point on 

the schedule for 2016 or 2018. The 

intersection of the vertical line with the 

line graph for 2016 and 2018 describes 

the amount of the tax cut compared to 

1995–2000.  

2016 and 2018 were chosen 

because they are they year before 

and the year after what the Editor of 

Business Maverick, Tim Cohen, called 

“a full-on assault on the rich”. Cohen 

referred to the reintroduction in 2017 

of the 45% tax brackets for that part 

of the taxable income that is above 

R1.5-million.26

Taxable income is what is 

left after the amount allowed for 

deductions from total income before 

tax; this includes a sizable part of the 

expenses for private health used by 

some 16% of the population, which 

reduced tax revenue by over R30 billion 

in 2020. Taxable income isn’t a lifestyle 

audit, but it gives an indication of living 

25 Quick tax cut reference guide (Table 2.2 in 2019 Tax Statistics and own calculations)
26  https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opinionista/2021-01-24-heres-why-a-wealth-tax-is-a-stunningly-poor-idea-for-south-africa/
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standards, and by adjusting the taxable 

incomes for inflation, Tax Statistics 

show changes in taxation of the same 

living standards since 1995.

So, someone with a taxable 

income of R2-million in 2018, paid 

R80,000 less in tax than they would 

have paid for the equivalent income 

in the 1995 to 2000 period. Personal 

income tax was drastically reduced 

after 2000. 

The difference between the two 

tax cut schedules in Figure 2 has three 

causes: 

(1) The 45% tax rate reintroduced in 

2017 for that part of income that 

exceeds R1.5-million; 

(2) One percentage point was added 

to all other tax brackets, except 

the lowest; and 

(3) Tax brackets were not adjusted 

upwards at the full rate of inflation. 

This took away one third of the 

historical tax relief given to the 

R2-million lifestyle (equal to about 

R521,500 in 1995). In 2016, tax was 

R120,000 lower for this person 

compared to what it would have 

been in the 1995–2000 period. In 

2018, the tax was R80,000 lower.

The top 45% tax bracket that was 

reintroduced was abolished in two 

stages in 2000 and 2001. But the 

main factor behind the increasingly 

lower taxation of “lifestyles”, was eight 

years of moving tax brackets upwards 

above the rate of inflation. In 2005, the 

inflation rate was 4%, but the top tax 

bracket was lifted from R300,000 to 

R400,000, that is by 33%. It amounted 

to a tax cut revolution. 

If we use the report in Table 

A2.1.1 in 2019 Tax Statistics – and 

extrapolate that report from 75% to 90-

100% assessed tax forms – the total tax 

revenue forfeited in the 2018 tax year 

alone, because of the drastic tax policy 

change starting in the early 2000s, 

can be estimated to be between R145 

billion and R160 billion. 

But, in line with Cohen’s 

argument, wouldn’t it have increased 

tax dodging to have kept effective 

taxation rates as they were in 1995-

2000? One must answer: No. Personal 

income taxation, simply left as it is, will 

not lead to more (or less) tax dodging. 

If there is no tax policy change, 

tax dodging is not provoked in any 

direction. Tax dodging will then only be 

influenced up or down by other factors, 

like better capability at SARS (down), or 

less moral authority of the state (up).
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INCREASED TAX RATES GIVE 
NOTHING?

And if tax rates are increased? 

On that point, Cohen reports that SARS 

in 2018 “scooped R20.4-billion less than 

expected in personal tax”. He blames 

this exclusively on the reintroduction of 

the 45% tax bracket: “Increasing the tax 

rate garnered exactly nothing.”

However, the 2018 Budget 

Review presents a mix of factors 

behind the failed forecast. There was a 

recession in 2017, so there were: “lower 

bonus payments, moderate wage 

settlements, continued job losses and 

a stabilisation of overall public service 

employment”, etc. 

The Treasury authors finally add 

that “increased avoidance in response 

to tax increases may also be playing 

a role” and diplomatically, on another 

page, they refer to “administrative 

challenges at SARS”. 

Notably, there had been an 

exodus of over 2,000 staff from SARS. 

Senior officials started to resign in 

droves from 2014/15. Tax evasion and 

avoidance is a game played by two. If 

tax dodging is constant, but the control 

of tax forms is collapsing, the result will 

be lower tax collections. That is why 

we should give SARS Commissioner 

Kieswetter the R800-million he has 

asked for to fill critical posts that have 

been vacant since the State Capture 

purge. He asked for it in 2020 but it has 

still not materialised. 

TAX REVENUE TO GDP – 
A HISTORY

Let us now deal with Cohen’s third 

claim, where he cites numbers that 

would be sensational if they were true: 

“In 2000, SA’s tax rate in relation to its 

GDP was 22.4%. That has risen steadily 

over the past two decades, and it 

reached 29.1% in 2018.” 

Tax rate to GDP is usually 

reported in Chapter 4 of the Budget 

Review. In Figure 3 below, we have 

presented the figures from 1989 to 

2021, controlled and corrected for 

consistency over time. 

So, for example, before 2010, 

payments to the Southern African 

Customs Union (SACU) had been 

subtracted from total tax revenue 

before giving the ratio to GDP. That is 

not really correct and it is not done like 

that today. 
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Figure 3: Tax revenue as % of GDP 1989 to 2021

The 2020 Budget Review reports the 

tax to GDP ratio in 2018/19 at 26.2%. 

The bubble over the years 2006-2009 

reflects the commodity boom before 

the finance crash. That aside, the tax 

to GDP measure is remarkably steady. 

At most, one can speak of a growth by 

two percentage points to 26% over the 

30 years from 1989.

The Growth Employment 

and Redistribution (Gear) document 

of 1996 set out to “avoid permanent 

increases in the overall tax burden”. In 

the paragraph below, the first sentence 

contradicted the second:

“The improvement in economic 

growth, together with improved tax 

administration, should lead to a 

strong increase in tax revenue relative 

to GDP. This will create considerable 

scope to effect further reductions in 

the rates of personal and corporate 

taxation, while maintaining a ratio of 

tax to GDP of about 25 percent.”

You cannot both “increase tax 

revenue relative to GDP” and keep it 

at “about 25 percent”. We have seen 

that the government went for “further 

reductions in the rates of personal 

and corporate taxation”. This is a 
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key political choice. The alternative 

would have been to let tax policy stay 

put, let the growth in the economy 

and the higher and higher incomes 

of the middle class and the wealthy 

do its job, and use the increased tax 

revenue resulting from this process, 

underpinned by progressive (i.e. 

graduated) taxation, to build out and 

strengthen the public service sector. In 

other words, there is a tendency for the 

public sector to grow as a share of the 

whole economy if progressive taxation 

is kept unchanged and the national 

income grows.

But instead, the “25 percent tax 

ratio” benchmark remained. In his 2012 

Budget Speech, then Finance Minister 

Pravin Gordhan wanted “tax revenue 

stabilising at about one-quarter of GDP” 

(i.e. 25%), as one of five key points in 

“the budget framework”. 

In the 2000s, SARS brought 

hundreds of thousands of individuals 

into the PIT system. In addition, the 

top 5% of income earners increased 

their real incomes as usual, almost 

independent of GDP growth. 

Such developments inevitably 

mean that the tax to GDP measure 

creeps upward. Over time, progressive 

taxation in fact allows for a larger 

public sector as a share of the whole 

economy, if you don’t prevent it with tax 

cuts.

Besides tax breaks, there are 

a number of high earning individuals 

who pay no PIT at all. SARS indicated 

that 20 000 individuals with earnings of 

more than R1,5 million go completely 

untaxed each year.27

27 (3) (PDF) Personal Income Taxation and the struggle against inequality and poverty in an era of crisis (researchgate.net)
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PROPOSAL 5: 
CANCEL ODIOUS DEBT

“Debt cannot be repaid, first because 

if we don’t repay, the lenders won’t die. 

That is for sure. But if we repay, we are 

going to die. That is also for sure.”

Those were the words of the 

revolutionary former president of 

Burkina Faso, Thomas Sankara. Taken 

from his speech to the OAU in 1987, 

months before his assassination, his 

words are as true now as they were 

then. And especially so when locating 

the issue of debt in the context of the 

Covid-19 pandemic and the massive 

socioeconomic impact of the lockdown.

The issue of debt must also be 

situated within the overarching context 

of the need to finance a transition from 

a fossil-fuel economy to a low-carbon 

economy and the struggle to mitigate 

against the deep impacts of the 

ecological crisis. Repaying so called 

odious debt (debt incurred against 

the interest of the majority of the 

population) leaves less money to invest 

in the rollout of renewable energy and 

the genuine, just transition that South 

Africa needs. 

The issue of the government’s 

debt and the debt of the parastatals, 

especially the electricity company 

ESKOM, permeates throughout. And 

of course, the situation at state-

owned enterprises (SOEs) and the 

government’s increasing debt-to-GDP 

ratio are indeed of long-term concern. 

In the case of Eskom, they are also of 

short-term concern. 

In response, the government, 

led by the Treasury, has prioritised 

debt-service costs at the expense of 

social spending. The MTBPS put a cut 

in real non-interest expenditure by 

over 10% over three years, letting the 

first two years, 2022/23 and 2023/24, 

become an extreme austerity plan 

where public sector wages are to be 

hit by a real income cut of over 5%, and 

a cut in public sector employment of 

over 60 000 “heads”. 

According to the 2021 MTBPS, 

debt service will consume 21% of tax 

revenue in the coming three years. 
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Despite prioritising debt 

payments, the government’s debt-to-

GDP ratio has continued to grow. The 

2021 Budget Review forecast it would 

soon exceed 80%, rising from the 

February 2020 Budget estimate of 65.6%. 

The government’s debt 

problems are strongly intertwined 

with Eskom’s growing financial woes. 

Eskom owed R403-billion to its 

creditors in March 2021.28 The debt 

came down from approximately R480 

billion because of the Treasury moving 

resources from the national budget to 

the parastatal as “equity support”. In the 

2021 Annual Report of Eskom, the Chief 

Financial Officer reports that Eskom 

will have received R229-billion in such 

grants from the national budget over 

five years, from 2020 to 2025. 

Most reports link Eskom’s rising 

debt to long standing corruption and it 

is an important factor. Estimates of what 

has been stolen over the years varies 

between R100 billion and R500 billion.29 

But corruption, which is still 

going on, is not the only problem. Other 

considerations include: 

• the increasing commercialisation 

and corporatisation of Eskom that 

started in the 2000s, postponing 

maintenance of power stations 

because of the privatisation plans 

(that have resurfaced today); 

• the original high costs of the 

renewable energy independent 

power producer procurement 

programme (REIPPPP) contracts 

and the related 20-year power-

purchase agreements; and 

• the rapid increase in the cost of 

low quality coal because of high 

demand from India and China. 

The factors are detailed in the research 

report, Eskom Transformed.30

The Special Investigating Unit (SIU) is 

investigating the theft of tens of billions 

of rands from Eskom.31 Payments to 

the value of R139-billion in contracts 

are related to the building of Medupi, 

Kusile and/or Ingula power stations. 

A seemingly clear-cut example 

of corruption relates to the World 

Bank $3.75 billion credit facility 

approved in 2010, where $3.05-billion 

was earmarked for building the giant 

coal power station Medupi. Eskom 

was still repaying this loan and the 

interest during the lockdowns that 

started in March 2020. The details of 

the payments and how the debt has 

developed is published on the World 

Bank website. As it appears, Eskom will 

in fact only repay its debt to the World 

Bank in full by the end of the century.32

28 GEPF AR 2020/21. Link to all the annual reports on URL: https://www.gepf.gov.za/annual-reports/ (2021-11-28)
29  URL: https://businesstech.co.za/news/energy/301496/eskom-looting-could-be-as-much-as-r500-billion-report/ (2021-11-28).
30  URL: https://aidc.org.za/eskom-transformed-full-report/ (2021-11-28).
31  URL: https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opinionista/2021-11-23-play-the-game-not-the-man-eskoms-andre-de-ruyter-needs-

all-the-support-he-can-get-if-load-shedding-is-to-become-a-thing-of-the-past/ 
32  URL: Borrowing from the IMF will only deepen South Africa’... (dailymaverick.co.za) (2021-11-29).
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That the loan was granted to 

build the biggest coal-fired power 

(read carbon-emitting) station in 

South Africa and one of the biggest in 

the world – contradicting the World 

Banks’ own research that argues that 

climate change is bad for economic 

development – coupled with the fact 

that the building of Medupi has been 

infested with corruption, makes this 

a quintessential case of odious debt. 

There have already been calls for this 

debt to be cancelled, by the South 

African Federation of Trade Unions 

(SAFTU), AIDC33, the Public Affairs 

Research Institute and Daily Maverick’s 

Kevin Bloom, among others.

Given the scale of corruption, 

a publicly disclosed forensic audit of 

all SOE and government debt – with 

the intention to repudiate odious debts 

– is necessary. This is in line with the 

demands made by Thomas Sankara 

more than three decades ago, and 

the more recent calls by more than 

200 global organisations for debt 

cancellation following the outbreak of 

Covid-19. 

Such an agreed debt 

cancellation would immediately create 

much needed fiscal room for enhanced 

social spending and public investment.

33 URL: https://mg.co.za/article/2019-08-19-00-cancel-eskoms-odious-debt-to-the-world-bank/ 
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PROPOSAL 6: 
UNLEASHING THE POWER OF PENSION 
FUNDS (R200 BILLION TO R 1 TRILLION)

Notwithstanding the option of debt 

cancellation, high public debt-to-

GDP ratio is not inherently a problem. 

For instance, the UK (80.7%), France 

(98.1%), Belgium (98.6%), USA (107%), 

Singapore (126%) and Japan (237%) all 

maintain rather high government debt-

to-GDP ratios. Japan is an extreme case 

because of the policy of not taking on 

any foreign debt at all.

The text books tell us that if 

the economy is growing fast and tax 

revenues are increasing even more, 

governments can always service 

their debt costs. Furthermore, when 

GDP is growing, the overall debt-

to-GDP ratio decreases. Rather than 

focusing solely on the level of debt, a 

good debt policy is one that borrows 

to invest in improving a country’s 

productive capacity – and therefore 

its GDP. Historically, this has proven to 

reduce the debt-to-GDP ratio in the 

medium- to long-term. Conversely, 

cuts in government spending and 

harsh austerity in order to prioritise 

debt-service costs has often resulted in 

exactly what it was meant to avert – a 

higher debt-to-GDP ratio. 

This is what will happen to 

the extreme austerity plan in the 2021 

MTBPS, which in November 2021 

was combined with a decision by the 

SA Reserve Bank to start to increase 

the interest rate. More money will be 

siphoned off to the banks and other 

creditors, the cuts in real wages will 

reduce spending of public sector 

employees, contributing to the drop 

in consumer demand caused by the 

interest hikes and the government’s 

drastic cut in non-interest spending. 

Is there no way out? Only 10% 

of total government debt is foreign-

denominated debt. But close to 50% of 

SOE’s debt is held by foreign creditors. 

A good debt policy for both SOEs and 

government would be to prioritise 

borrowing from domestic creditors 

over foreign creditors. This brings us 

to the second major potential financial 

resource – pension funds.

Increasingly, the power of 

pension funds is being understood. 

In 2002, Robin Blackburn in Banking 

on Death or Investing in Life points 

out: “While a good pension regime 

could help to reinforce a healthy and 

sustainable pattern of economy, a bad 
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and short-sighted one will compound 

economic dangers and social 

distempers.”

As financial capital became 

increasingly dominant within the 

global economy during the 1980s, 

investments shifted from productive 

capital in the real economy to greater 

levels of investment in stock markets, 

derivatives and speculative markets. 

With this, we see the intensified 

commodification and often privatisation 

of public goods such as electricity, 

water, health, housing and transport. 

These essential goods and 

services are increasingly produced for 

profit maximisation rather than meeting 

people’s needs. Pension funds, public 

and private, are massive contributors to 

this trend.
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ADDICTION TO EQUITY AND 
THE SHACKLES OF FINANCE 
CAPITAL

More than half of the state-owned 

Public Investment Corporation’s 

(PIC) over R2.2 trillion in assets under 

management is invested in the JSE. 

The largest contributor to the PIC’s 

assets is the Government Employees 

Pension Fund (GEPF). In 2021, the 

GEPF had approximately R2.09-trillion 

in accumulated reserves: in March 

2021, over half of this, was invested 

in company shares, mainly on the 

JSE.34 In addition, the PIC commands 

R116-billion accumulated assets in the 

Unemployment Insurance Fund (2021).

The GEPF’s investment 

strategy and its fixation on financial 

investments is exactly the kind of bad 

and short-sighted pension regime that 

Blackburn was referring to. The GEPFs 

overinvestment in the JSE has come 

at a huge price – the cost of growing 

unemployment, income inequality 

and a public service sector that isn’t 

only crippled by corruption but also by 

being too small and underfunded for 

the public needs, like both combatting 

austerity and the climate crisis. 

A shift in investment strategy to 

a greater share of investment in bonds 

rather than in equity is what is needed 

by the more than 1.7 million public 

sector employees and pensioners. 

1,265,000 public employees face lower 

real wages and unbearable working 

conditions with fewer staff; 464,000 

pensioners are directly dependent on 

the fund when they retire and need 

pension payments that at least increase 

at the rate of inflation.  In addition, a 

majority of South Africans suffer from 

austerity, including patients in public 

hospitals and children in overcrowded 

schools. Such a shift would have a 

number of advantages, including the 

potential to invest in the development 

of socially owned renewable energy, as 

well as stable and positive returns on 

investment. 

But the share prices will lose 

out when the buyer of over R30 billion 

rand of shares, which is the GEPF starts 

to make the shift.

34 GEPF’s 2021 Annual Report.
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TREATING GEPF AS A ‘PAY-AS-YOU-GO’ SCHEME

GEPF 2021 AR 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Contributions 51 49 50 56 60 66 70 75 80 81

Net 
Investment 
income 

62 69 53 43 62 70 70 80 85 78

Benefits paid 37 43 58 86 83 88 95 103 110 109

Cash 

SURPLUS
76 75 45 13 39 48 45 52 55 50

The Treasury 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21

Contributions 44,2 47,9 52,2 56,4 60,3 65,5 70,4 75,1 80,3 80,6

Investment 
income 44,5 55 57,7 64,1 73,4 73,7 77,3 84,8 88,6 89,2

Benefits paid 37,2 43,2 57,9 85,8 83,1 88,3 94,9 102,5 110,9 109,9

Cash 

SURPLUS
51,5 59,7 52 34,7 50,6 50,9 52,8 57,4 58 59,9

Table 2: Upper table from the 2021 GEPF, lower table from National Treasury’s 2021 Budget Review.

Is it possible to solve the looming debt 

crisis of the government and the more 

acute debt crisis of Eskom, which has 

to pay back some R200 billion in loans 

over the coming 3 years? 

In line with the new neoliberal 

paradigm, the GEPF became a so 

called ‘fully funded’ scheme in 1996. 

This shifted the state employee 

pension funds away from being a 

system where the manager pays the 

pensions “as we go along” (a PAYGO 

scheme) into an amalgamated fund 

that treats the obligations to pay 

pensions as if the state is a corporation 

that might disappear, and therefore 

should have accumulated pension 

claims from both active and retired 

members completely covered at any 

given moment. 

But the state is not in a position 

analagous to a company. There is no 

chance that it will disappear. Therefore, 

it does not need the massive reserves 

that would be required if that was a 

significant risk.

The ballooning growth of the 

GEPF is a result of (1) this transition to a 

fully funded scheme and (2) exorbitant 

contributions to the fund every year. 

Indeed, 13% of the “public sector wage 

bill” comprises these contributions. 

We have a merry-go-round of money: 

austerity is imposed on public sector 

employees and users because of debt 

service; but up to 15 percent of this debt 

service is paid to the GEPF, including 

to Eskom that receives it in the form of 

increased equity deposits (R32 billion 

in 2021), or grants called “Payments for 

financial assets” in the national budget.
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Prior to the outbreak of the 

pandemic, the GEPF was estimated 

to have a minimum funding level of 

108%. It can be shown that it dipped 

below 90% to between 81% and 83% 

at the audit cut-off date of 31 March 

2020. There was a temporary crash on 

the JSE in March when the pandemic 

got serious and the lock down was 

on its way. The GEPF board then 

decided to postpone the usual two-

year audit of the funding level and 

relied on the legal 3-year audit when 

the stock market index had more than 

recovered – or rather experienced a 

new speculative burst that reached 

an all-time high in November 2021, 

despite the economy being completely 

cramped and unemployment at record 

levels.

For at least twenty years, or 

since the neoliberal shift happened, 

there has been a discussion in the US 

about what the appropriate “funding 

level” for a state pension fund should 

be. Authors usually promote an “80%” 

minimum funding level, imitating 

pension funds of corporations. In the 

2000s, credit rating agencies Fitch and 

Standard & Poor’s considered public 

pension funds’ finances in the US to be 

healthy if they had more than 80% of all 

their estimated liabilities to members 

and pensioners covered, but allowed 

for funding down to above 60% without 

necessarily lowering the credit rating.35 

It is obvious however, that 

a state pension fund that runs with 

R50-60 billion in surpluses every 

year after paying all pension and 

benefits to members is doing more 

than fine. This is what a PAYGO audit 

would show, which is why the board 

of GEPF every two years for a decade 

have disregarded advice from its 

independent auditors to increase 

contribution rates! Formally they would 

have to do it, but a look at the cash flow 

surpluses has shown that it would be 

unreasonable. So, in practice they have 

taken a PAYGO approach.

It is time for the public sector 

unions to embrace this approach 

openly and suggest a reform of the 

GEPF Law of 1996.

Reducing GEPF’s official funding 

level to 90% would liberate more than 

R300-billion for investment, while 

remaining within the confines of the 

GEPF Law. It is possible to go further 

and liberate an additional R200-billion 

by reducing the level of funding to 80% 

of its total liabilities. And it is possible 

to go even further, whilst making sure 

that the GEPF is making cash surpluses 

every year, by caring more about 

making a surplus and that pensions 

can be paid than about if share prices 

have increased, as they have now, 

or stagnated (as they did in 2018) or 

crashed (as they did in 2020). 

35 URL: Microsoft Word - 80 percent funding threshold (nasra.org) (2021-11-29).
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By “liberating”, we mean delinking a 

sizeable part of GEPF’s assets from 

risky investment on the JSE and 

thereby reducing SOE dependence on 

taking loans in foreign currency. In this 

way, step by step, investment would 

be shifted to regulated lending within 

the public sector family, starting by 

investing most of the surplus in long 

term and low-rate Treasury bonds. 

Another approach would be to change 

the terms of the R480 billion that GEPF 

held in Treasury bonds to so called 

zero-coupon bonds, for which the 

interest payments are delayed until the 

loan is due for payment. 

The condition for doing this is a 

halt to austerity, normal wage increases 

for the majority of staff in public service 

and the filling of tens of thousands of 

vacant posts in public education and 

health. And of course, the standing 

demand of the unions that Eskom 

mustn’t be unbundled or divisionalised 

to further open space for the increased 

liberalisation and marketisation of the 

energy sector.

If the state pension fund 

is completely transformed back 

into a PAYGO scheme, R1 trillion in 

resources can be made available for 

investing in sustainable low-carbon, 

labour-intensive industries to drive 

a low-carbon reindustrialisation 

programme. This would take the form 

of concessionary lending, i.e. without 

letting the investment evaporate but 

ensuring it gives a good enough return 

to secure pensions and benefits.

As we have previously mapped 

out, this has the potential to create 

jobs in the development of renewable 

energy infrastructure manufacturing 

and the transformation of Eskom 

into a fully public renewable energy 

utility. But a just transition should 

also be about the development of a 
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mass public housing programme, the 

improvement of the public transport 

system in urban and rural communities, 

as well as financing the transformation 

of our agrarian system from large-scale 

industrial farming to small-scale agro-

ecology farming, developing all the 

places where subsistence farming is 

taking place in rural communities.

In addition to mitigating against 

carbon emissions, these developments 

are labour- and employment-

intensive – both directly and in 

downstream industries. They have large 

employment potential. 

This is a major advantage 

for the GEPF in the medium to long 

term, and a necessity if it shifts back 

completely to a classical PAYGO 

scheme. As Blackburn pointed out, 

this potential pool of finance that 

pension funds present to governments 

strikes fear into financiers and private 

investors.36

Aside from the effect on share 

prices when the demand for shares 

from the GEPF dissipates, this may 

explain why some investors are dead 

set against utilising the GEPF in this 

way, as it may set a precedent that 

soon would require private pension 

funds to invest in domestic bonds as 

well. The Congress of South African 

Trade Unions (Cosatu) has already 

indicated that it would be in favour of 

reviving similar policy measures. Saftu 

spoke explicitly about the GEPF as an 

alternative when criticising the SARB’s 

increase of the repo rate in November. 

36 Robin Blackburn, Banking on death, or investing in life, p74
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PROPOSAL 7: 
RE-INTRODUCE PRESCRIBED ASSETS 

(R30 BILLION PER ANNUM)

In 2019, South African pension funds 

have amassed more than R4.26 

trillion in accumulated reserves, 

according to the annual Retirement 

Funds in South Africa.37 With the growth 

in share prices on JSE since then, this 

should today amount to close to R4.75 

trillion rand. 

About 40% of this is invested 

in the Johannesburg Stock Exchange 

(JSE). The single biggest pension fund, 

as we have seen, is the GEPF, which 

also is the single biggest owner of 

shares on the JSE. 

In a situation where there is 

a deadly pandemic, a hunger crisis, 

2 million more unemployed because 

of the lockdowns, a climate crisis 

and a general ecological crisis that 

is exacerbated by failing public 

infrastructure that leads to wastage 

of clean water and failing water 

purification plants, a progressive 

government would turn to the 

hundreds of billions in the private 

pension funds and oblige them to 

invest a percentage of these funds 

in government bonds at regulated 

interest rates.

This is the idea of “prescribed 

assets”, which is rejected with contempt 

by corporate economists. In September 

2017, Investec published a report with 

the telling title The Myth of Corporate 

Cash Hoarding. Explaining why R765 

billion held in cash by 85 mining and 

industrial companies in 2016 wasn’t 

much, taking into consideration the 

falling exchange rate for the rand 

and inflation, as well as that the cash 

holdings basically had tracked the 

corporations’ growing balance sheets, 

the authors argued against accusations 

of an investment strike by emphasising 

the maximising-profit motive: 

“For mining companies, return on 

equity in the past four years has been 

lower than interest that can be earned 

on cash. This indicates that it is more 

profitable for them to hold cash than 

to invest” and “Company investment 

rates will increase if economic 

conditions improve and the valuation 

of companies by shareholders 

improves. Pro-growth policy delivered 

37 IFC (2020), Sustainable Finance Practices in South African Retirement Funds
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in a reliably sustainable way is the 

best possible government intervention 

to boost company investment rates 

and reduce any need for companies 

to hold excess cash.” 

But this misses the point. It is another 

paradigm. They talk past each other. 

The idea behind ‘prescribed assets’ 

is to put the social motive before 

the profit motive, to try to maximise 

social utility instead of maximising 

corporate profits … from resources that 

corporations for the time being don’t 

want to invest in their own productive 

assets, in their businesses, in their 

means of production: “It is not profitable 

enough right now”; “It is too risky now”.

If prescribing to corporations 

that they must invest, say, 5% of their 

excess resources in government 

bonds – this would have been 

R38 billion in 2016 – the government 

is not intervening to “boost company 

investment rates” but to boost 

public investment rates. And if the 

government is reluctant to further 

increase its budget deficit with debt 

service at market rates on new debt, 

it will, as the state, pay interest rates 

below the market rates. The “interest 

that can be earned on cash” by the 

corporations will not be as high as 

usual.

Such a market intervention is 

the opposite of the government’s free 

market policy of today. It would have 

wide ranging political repercussions 

and trigger a “market reaction”. 

Considering what is needed to combat 

the multifaceted crisis in the country, 

it would however be rational and, not 

least, morally justifiable. 
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PROPOSAL 8: 
INSOURCE MUNICIPAL PROCUREMENT 

(R200 BILLION)

Insourcing thousands of procurement 

contracts would save hundreds of 

billions of rands for the Treasury. When 

the former Chief Procurement Officer 

at the Treasury Kenneth Brown left 

his post in 2016, he argued that the 

government on all levels was paying 

up to 40% more for goods and services 

than prices paid on the market, due to 

fraud and over pricing.38

Documents from the Tshwane 

municipality leaked at the time of 

Brown’s departure revealed that “a 

patronage network of over 40,000 

suppliers were acting as middlemen 

selling common products to the 

municipality at highly inflated prices”. 

As a key project of the ruling 

party is to build a black bourgeoisie, 

and because access to many markets 

is blocked and monopolised by the 

same big business community that 

thrived under apartheid, one of the 

outcomes of the project for a “rainbow 

capitalism” has been to accumulate 

capital through the state.39 The internal 

social movement created by this policy 

has destroyed the ruling party. 

The alternative affirmative 

action measure to root out the legacy 

of apartheid would have focused on 

supporting the working class and 

the trade unions in their fight for 

better wages and working conditions, 

and insourced all entrepreneurs 

as managers and leaders of an 

expanded public service, reducing 

‘tenderpreneurship’ and outsourcing. 

38  URL: https://businesstech.co.za/news/government/139193/shocking-levels-of-fraud-and-inflated-prices-cost-south-africa-
r233-billion/ (2021-11-28). 

39  URL: https://www.whiteswritingwhiteness.ed.ac.uk/thinking-with-elias/shadow-state-and-racialising-process/ (2021-11-28).
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STRENGTHENING CAPITAL 
AND EXCHANGE CONTROLS 

Depending on their pace, their point 

in time and size, and their mass 

political backing, almost all the above 

suggestions would create reactions 

on the financial markets. Indeed, even 

the announcement of a policy shift 

can create an outflow of hot money 

and paper investments on the JSE, 

potentially weakening the rand or even 

– if the political scare is big enough – 

precipitating a hard currency crisis, a 

lack of dollars and euros in the central 

bank when financial investors sell off 

their paper assets and change the 

rands to dollars, before running for the 

door.

Any country that decides to 

put people ahead of profit would 

automatically face an exodus of 

capital, as the rich try to escape their 

nightmares of having to share their 

wealth. Indeed, this “voting with your 

feet” could even be the result of a 

radical carbon tax, not allowing banks 

to lend money to fossil economy 

projects or any declaration to mitigate 

the climate crisis that threatens 

short-term return on investments, or 

regulation and private control over 

them.

John Maynard Keynes once 

explained, “ In my view the whole 

management of the domestic economy 

depends upon being free to have 

the appropriate interest rate without 

reference to the rates prevailing in the 

rest of the world. Capital controls is a 

corollary to this .”

Beside broad popular support 

to a progressive government for more 

stringent capital control measures, the 

government will find few sympathisers 

for this among the rich. They enjoy 

the power of money and will either 

use it deliberately (like for example 

mining houses delaying repatriation 

of sales in dollars) or simply act like a 

herd, running for the door, protecting 

private interests. This would ensure 

that a progressive government isn’t 

destabilised. 

Speedbumps are 

unremunerated reserve requirements 

– either the level of foreign exchange 

that must be held by the South African 

Reserve Bank or the amount of time 

that has to pass before an investor can 

take out what was brought in. They 

are one way to slow these outflows, 

thereby reducing the pressure on the 

current account and, by extension, 
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the balance of payments. In this way, 

the country would be able to break 

its dependence on attracting financial 

inflows to boost the capital account in 

order to offset the losses in the current 

account, thereby creating additional 

space to lower interest rates even 

further than we already have.

If the South African Reserve 

Bank (SARB) puts interest rates on 

a downwards instead of upwards 

trajectory, without rules for how much 

currency can be taken out of the 

country, this poses the risk of further 

capital outflows, putting the Balance of 

Payments in greater danger. To mitigate 

this danger without any capital controls 

requires the SARB to increase the 

interest rate.

South Africa should have 

had capital controls to manage the 

potentially destabilising effects of 

cross-border capital flows. But since 

1994 the controls have been liberalised. 

There now seems to be growing 

agreement that outflow controls are 

necessary in a national context where 

there is economic instability.

In our case, however, the 

government and SARB choose to follow 

damaging macro policies without 

being forced to do so, other than by 

the power of excluding alternatives. 

The reason for our problems is not 

primarily because we have relatively 

unregulated flows. Instead, it’s because 

our policy makers are unwilling to 

break from the failed choices they have 

made. This is what lies behind SA not 

adequately regulating and protecting 

the economy from the craziness in 

global financial markets.

PROTECTION FROM 
‘CONTAGION’ = GETTING 
INFECTED BY A FINANCIAL 
PANDEMIC

Implementing capital controls could 

also protect South Africa from the 

effects of contagion should banks 

around the world begin to collapse. 

This would prevent investors and 

speculators based in South Africa 

from selling their assets here to 

cover their liquidity requirements in 

other countries. In 2008-09, when we 

suffered a similar crash and financial 

contagion, the existence of capital 

controls – the 75 percent local-

investment requirement for pension 

and insurance funds – meant that the 

banks and financial institutions did not 

crash, like in Europe or the US. They 

had to respect limits for what they 

could transfer into foreign markets and 

to trade in bad-debt certificates. 
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THE RESURGENCE OF 
CAPITAL CONTROLS

Most states used capital controls until 

the International Monetary Fund forced 

them to “liberalise” as part of structural 

adjustment in the 1980s. But since the 

Asian financial crisis, there has been a 

resurgence in the legitimacy of capital 

controls following  many countries  

successfully re-imposing them. These 

include Malaysia (1998), Argentina 

(2001), Venezuela (2003), Cyprus (2013), 

China (2016) and Brazil (2018). In 1998, 

Malaysian authorities were able to lower 

interest rates without being concerned 

about the currency depreciation or 

capital flight that were destroying other 

Asian economies that year.

Exchange rate stability 

is vital for maintaining a stable 

macroeconomic environment that is 

conducive for investment, trade, and 

growth. It is imperative that a regime 

of capital controls is accompanied by a 

transparent and accountable system of 

enforcement. During apartheid, corrupt 

officials and corporations did indeed 

use the financial rand (the finrand) to 

make unjustified profits, and the South 

African capitalist class is considered 

by PwC to be the world’s third most 

corrupt. So, clamping down hard on 

any Illicit Financial Flows is critical.

Despite capital controls being 

a critical measure to protect us from 

punishment by international finance 

capital for doing the right thing, they 

are not a panacea. They simply provide 

the government with the stick it 

needs to discipline domestic capital 

and harness the domestic resources 

available (including increased wealth 

taxes and personal income taxes for 

the rich) in order to take the necessary 

economic measures and ensure the 

financing of a just recovery. 

Capital controls can strengthen 

the power of society in relation to 

capital, but this is dependent on the 

role that working-class and social 

movement forces play.

TAX  THE  RICH!




